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SUMMARY 

This paper provides information on the effects of adverse weather conditions in the South 

China Sea to the Manila FIR as well as recommended measures to mitigate the difficulties 

experienced by Manila ATCs in providing safe and orderly flow of air traffic during such 

unfavorable condition. 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Manila, Hong Kong, Sanya, Ho Chi Minh and Taipei FIRs are situated in the tropical 

region, thus experiencing adverse weather phenomenon like typhoons and storms. These 

weather occurrences affect the normal routing of aircraft to and from the said FIRs.   

 

1.2 The weather situation that has the greatest impact on the operation of Manila ACC is 

when the weather phenomenon is between Hong Kong, Sanya and Ho Chi Minh FIRs. 
 

2. DISCUSSIONS 

 

2.1 During bad weather conditions in Hong Kong, Sanya and Ho Chi Minh FIRs, most of 

the air traffic that normally traverse the above-mentioned FIRs would re-route through Manila 

FIR.   

 

Based on records, the following routes are being utilized; 

a. Flights from Hong Kong FIR to Ho Chi Minh FIR= SABNO A583 MAVRA N892 MIGUG 

b. Flights from Ho Chi Minh FIR to Hong Kong FIR= ARESI L625 AKOTA A583 SABNO 
 

 Adverse Effects on Operations  

 

2.1.1 No Flight Plans of Re-routed Flights  

A substantial number of flight plans for these re-routed flights do not reach 

Manila ACC. Thus increasing the workload and coordination between ATC 

centers. 
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2.1.2 Flight Level Transition  

All of these re-routed flights are subject to level changes to conform with the 

flight level allocation schemes.  
 

2.1.3 Communication and Surveillance Difficulties 

Most of these re-routed flights are at the edge of VHF communication and radar 

coverage. Thus pre-planning and level changes are very hard to execute. 
 

2.1.4 Opposite-direction and Converging Flights 

Almost all of these flights (2.1a &2.1b) mixed-up on airway A583 between 

MAVRA and SABNO, and will join with the northwest bound flights from 

Indonesia/Australia-Hong Kong/China.  This part of the airspace has unreliable 

VHF and radar surveillance coverage, hence safety issues may occur. 
 

2.2 FLOW CONTROL MEASURES  CURRENTLY ADOPTED  

 

2.2.1 With prior coordination, Manila ACC blocks FL 320 and FL 310 for flights from 

Taipei FIR that enters KABAM N892 MIGUG to Ho Chi Minh FIR.  
 

2.2.2 Manila ACC advises Hong Kong ACC to transfer re- routed flights “SABNO 

A583 MAVRA N892 MIGUG” at FL310 and FL320 respectively.  
 

2.2.3 Manila ACC requests HCM ACC to transfer re-routed flights “ARESI L625 

AKOTA A583 MAVRA SABNO” to an altitude where it would be possible to 

effect the transition based on the allocated flight levels for aircraft bound for 

Hong Kong FIR.   

 

Note: Reference 2.2.3 above, FL transition for re- routed flights would be subject 

to other flights that are normally traversing L625, A583 and L628.   
 

2.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

2.3.1 Adopt   2.2.1 and 2.2.2 cited above. 
 

2.3.2 Re –routed flights from Ho Chi Minh FIR to Hong Kong FIR  should flight 

                  plan via ARESI L625 AVMUP A461 NOMAN.  

 The operational benefits include the following; 

a. Manila ACC will have extended VHF communication and radar coverage, thus 

FL transition can be done easily.  

b. All No-PDC FLs (310,320,350,360,390,400) on L625 would be accepted, 

easing coordination and workload between controllers.  

c. Aircraft operators could avail of more optimum flight profiles for prolonged 

period of time. 

d. The proposed diversionary routes “SABNO A583 MAVRA N892 MIGUG” and 

“ARESI L625 AVMUP A461 NOMAN” resemble parallel routes in an L-shaped 

configuration that will never converge/mix-up. It will minimize the impact of adverse 

weather condition in the South China Sea and more importantly will promote safety.   
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3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 

 

3.1 The meeting is invited to:  

 

a) note the information contained in this paper; and 

 

b) discuss any relevant matters as appropriate. 

 
 

…………………………. 

 



  


